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Abstract. Voiceless Ip,t,k1 are implemented
identification
of a voice onset time (VOT)

as aspirated stops in English, but as unaspirated stops in Dutch. We examined
continuum ranging from Ida! to Ita! in two language "sels" designed lO induce

nalive Dutch subjects to perceive the stimuli as if they were listening to Dutch or English. The effect of language set was
highly significant, but the boundary shift was very small (2.1 ms longer in English than in Dutch) for three groups of subjects
differing widely in English language proficiency.
It nevertheless
showed the subjects were aware of acoustic differences
distinguishing Dutch and English It/ and that the procedures were effective in creating differing language sets. Nearly every
subject produced a longer mean VOT in English than Dutch It/. The magnitude of the production shift was significantly
greater for proficient than non-proficient
subjects. Proficient Dutch speakers of English produced Dutch It/ with shorter
VOT values than non-proficient
subjects, suggesting they formed a new category for English It/. We speculate that the
language set effect was small because subjecls used their English It/ category to identify stops in both sets. This was probably
contrast, differed substantially
from
due to the fact that the synthetic stimuli, which were modeled on the English Itl-Idl
their Dutch It/ cat~gory.

Zusammenrassung.
Stimmlose Ip,t,k1 werden im Englischen als aspirierte, im Niederliindischen
hingegen als nicht-aspirierte
Explosivlaute klassifiziert. Untersucht
wurde die Identifikation
eines VOT-Kontinuums
beim Obergang von Ida! nach Ita!
in zwei unterschiedlichen
Sprach-"Umgebungen",
die niederliindischen
Versuchspersonen
den Eindruck vermitteln sollten,
als horten sie die Stimuli in englischem oder niederliindischem
Sprachmaterial.
Die Umgebung
zeigte hochsignifikante
Auswirkungen,
doch konnte bei drei Versuchspersonengruppen
unterschiedlicher
Beherrschung
des Englischen nur eine
geringe Verschiebung
der Beurteilungsgrenze
beobachtet
werden (VOT 2,1 ms liinger im Englischen).
Immerhin wurde
deutlich, dass die Versuchspersonen
die akustischen
Unterschiede
zwischen dem niederliindischen
und englischen It/ bemerkten und dass die Prozeduren bei der Bildung unterschiedlicher
sprachlicher
Umgebungen
wirksam waren. Faste jede

produzierte eine liingere durchschnittliche
VOT fur ein englisches Ill. Dabei war der Betrag der VerVersuchsperson
schiebung in der Produktion der Fortgeschrittenen
deutlich grosser. Diese Gruppe artikulierte
ein niederliindisches
It/ mit
kurzeren VOT-Werten
als die ubrigen Versuchspersonen,
was nahelegt, dass sie fUr das englische It I eine neue Kategorie
ihre englische Itlbildete. Wir vermuten,
dass die Wirkung der Sprachumgebung
gering war, di aile Versuchspersonen
Kategorie zur Identifikation
der Explosivlaute
in beiden Umgebungen
verwendeten.
Dies hing wahrscheinlich
mit dem
des Englischen
abgeleitet waren, sich
Umstand zusammen,
dass die synthetischen
Stimuli, die aus dem It/-Id/-Kontrast
deutlich von ihrer niederliindischen
It/-Kategorie
absetzten.

Resume. Les consonnes sourdes Ip,t,k1 sont classees comme consonnes aspirees en anglais, mais comme non-aspirees
en
neerlandais.
Nous avons examine I'identification
d'un continuum de delai d'etablissement
du voisement (VOT) allant de
Ida! vers Ita! pour

comme

deux "ensembles"
linguistiques conl;us pour induire des sujets
s'ils ecoutaienl soil du neerlandais,
soit de I'anglais. L'effel de I'ensemble

neerlandophones
11 percevoir
les stimuli
Iinguistique s'est montre tr~s significatif

mais Ie deplacemenl
de la fronli~re a ete lres faible (2,1 ms. de plus en anglais) pour lrois groupes de sujels differant
largement par leur maitrise linguislique
en anglais. 11 en esl ressorli neanmoins
que les sujets etaient conscients des
differences acoustiques distinguant Ie It/ en neerlandais du It/ en anglais et que les procedures
etaient efficaces quant 11 la
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creation d'ensembles linguistiques differents. Ouasiment chaque sujet a prodl/it un VOT moyen plus long pour un It! en
anglais qu'en neerlandais. La taille du deplacement a la production etait significativement plus importante chez les sujets
avances que chez les sujcts moins avances. Lcs sujcts plus avances dans leur maitrise de I'anglais ont produit un It!
neerlandais avec des valeurs de VOT plus breves que les sujets moins avances ce qui suggere qu'ils ont cree une nouvelle
categorie pour Ie It! anglais. Nous avan.;ons I'hypothese que I'effet d'ensemble linguistique a ete faible parce que les sujets
ont utilise leur It! anglais pour identifier les occlusives dans les deux ensembles. Ceci a probablement ete du au fait que les
stimuli, synthetises sur Ie modele du contraste It!-/d/ en anglais, differaicnt considerablement de leur It! en neerlandais.
Keywords, Phonetic categories, speech perception, speech production, second language learning, second-language proficiency.

1. Introduction
The authentic pronunciation
of phones in a
foreign or second language (L2) may require the
establishment
of new phonetic categories.
For
example, native speakers of Spanish must establish new vowel categories for English because the
English vowel system contains more vowels (15)
than the five-vowel system of Spanish (leI, IiI, 101,
Iul and 1c:J (J. Harris, 1969), Perhaps the greatest
single cause of foreign accent (J.E, Flege, 1984)
is the "new wine in old bottles" phenomenon:
production of L2 phones via the nearest possible
L1 category. The success or failure of native
Spanish L2 learnersl in producing English vowels
such as lrel depends on their ability to recognize
the separate category status of a class of phones
(i.e., the allophones of lre/). Once this happens,
they must determine which lexical items in L2
contain lre/, establish a central phonetic representation ({re}) that specifies "prototypical"
properties of the newly established category, and develop sensorimotor
realization rules for outputting the new category rapidly and reliably in spontaneous speech.
It remains uncertain in many instances, however, whether L2 learners do-or
should--establish new phonetic categories. Take, for example,
the IiI found in English and Danish. The Danish
vowel is "higher" and "fronter" than its English

counterpart,
leading to a significant cross-language acoustic difference
(S.F. Disner, 1986).
The observed difference in production-which
is
apt to be detectable
auditorily
(J, E, Flege,
1984 )-Ieads
to the inference that the phonetic
categories established for IiI by native speakers of
Danish and English differ. The question arises
whether native speakers of Danish will establish
a new category for IiI when learning English L2
as readily as Spanish L2 learners will establish a
new category for English lre/. Perhaps the difference between the L1 and L2 phones must, collectively, exceed some "phonetic distance" criterion
before the processes leading to establishment
of
a new category are triggered.2
These questions have been explored in some
detail by studies examining the production and
perception of stop consonants in word-initial (prevocalic) position. Non-native
adults with relatively little English language experience produce
the long-lag Ip,t,kl of English with short-lag voice
onset time (VaT) values if Ip,t,kl are realized as
voiceless unaspirated
stops in their Ll (i.e., as
short-lag stops), Those with relatively more L2
experience typically produce English Ip,t,k/ with
VaT values illlermediote to the long-lag phonetic
norm of English and the short-lag VaT norm for
corresponding
stops in their Ll (A. Caramazza et
aI., 1973; J,E, Flege, 1980; 1987b; J.E. Flege et

2

I

We use the term "L2 learner", rather than the more common term "bilingual", because we view the former term as
being somewhat more neutral with respect to a number of
important empirical and theoretical issues. It should not be
regarded as an implicit claim concerning the frequency of
use of L1 versus L2, a statement concerning how the L1 and
L2 were learned, nor an indication of the relative proficiency
in L1 versus L2.
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For example, Danes might go on saying English words with
an unmodified "Danish" IiI no matter how much experience
they have with "English" IiI tokens spoken by native speakers of English. Or, they might distinguish Iii when speaking
their two languages by realizing a single phonetic category
({i)) with slightly different realization rules (P.A. Keating,
1984). This is apparently what monolinguals do in order to
produce vowels differently in differing social contexts (W.
Labov, 1981).
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aI., 1987a; 1984; 1981; R.C. Major, 1987; R.F.
Port et aI., 1983).
The seeming inability of non-natives
to produce English /p,t,k1 with authentic VaT values
extends to adults who learned English L2 as children, as well as to children (J .E. Flege et aI.,
1987a; L. Williams, 1979).3 This minimizes the
likelihood that differences between native and
non-native adults is simply due to their having
passed a "critical period" for speech learning. Instead, Flege (1981,1984,1987)
hypothesized that
adult L2 learners fail to make effective use of the
sensory
information
associated
with certain
phones in L2 as the result of a mechanism termed
"equivalence classification" _If short-lag and longlag realizations of /p,t,k1 in Ll and L2, respectively, are judged to be realizations of the same
categories,
L2 learners will not establish new
phonetic categories for the long-lag L2 stops,
even though the acoustic differences distinguish. ing the corresponding
L1 and L2 stops may be
detected auditorily.
This hypothesis led to the strong claim that
adult L2 learners will never match native English
speakers in producing /p,t,k1 (J.E. Flege et aI.,
1984). The production
studies cited above are
consistent with this claim, but are insufficient to
prove that differences between native and nonnative speakers arose from failure on the part of
the L2 learners to establish new phonetic categories for English /p,t,k/. The subjects in previous
studies might, for example have established new
categories, but not yet have learned to realize
those categories effectively. 4 Another possibility

J

There is some evidence that "carly childhood bilinguals"
(i.e., individuals who learn two "first" languagcs concurrently in early childhood (B. McLaughlin, 1978» may produce both the long-lag realizations of /p,t,k/ in English, and
the short-lag realizations of /p,t,k/ in their other language,
authentically (M. Mack, 1983; L. Williams, 1977). If English
is clearly the secolld language learned, however, exposure
to English in early childhood may 110/ lead to an authentic
pronunciation of English /p,t,k/. Flege and Eefting (1987a)
found that two groups of native Spanish adults who began
learning English by thc agc of 5--6 ycars produced English
Ip,t,k/ with significantly shorter VOT values than monolingual English adults. The same was true for native Spanish
children wo began learning English at about the same age.
• Zlatin and Koenigsknecht (1973) found that the voicedvoiceless boundaries of English adults and children did not

is that
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gories, and realized them just as they were represented centrally, but that their flew categories
differed from those of English native speakers
(perhaps due to L2 phonetic' input from other
non-native speakers).
If adult learners of English L2 develop new
phonetic categories for English /p,t,k/, it should
be evident in their perception of stops. Previous
research has indicated that groups of subjects who
learned English after about the age of 5-6 years
show phoneme boundaries
at VaT values that
are often illlermediate in value to the norms established for the Ll and L2 (A. Caramazza et aI.,
1973; J.E. Flege et aI., 1987a; L. Williams, 1977;
1979).5 In some instances,
individual subjects
have category
boundaries
at values that are
genuinely "intermediate"
to the Ll and L2 norms,
suggesting the phonetic merger (or assimilation)
of the properties of corresponding stops in Ll and
L2. In other instances, however, the individual
subjects seem to have had boundaries at locations
close to the L1 norm or the L2 norm.
One difficulty in interpreting the results of previous identification
experiments
is that it is not
always clear how the subjects processed
the
stimuli. Differing results might be obtained depending on whether the subjects employed the
phonetic criteria used to identify stops in Ll, or
to identify L2 stops.
Three previous identification experiments
addressed this issue by attempting to create different
"language sets". 6 The principal method used for
doing so in two studies which employed synthetic
consonant-vowel
stimuli differing in VaT (A.
Caramazza et aI., 1973; L. Williams, 1977) was to
interact with the subjects in Ll or L2. Neither

5

6

diffcr significantly in an identification expcriment using several VOT continua, but that adult subjects produced Ip,t,k/
with significantly longer VOT values than children. This implies that, in L1 acquisition, the development of realization
rules may lag behind the establishment of the phonetic cat·
egories used in identification.
We use the term VOT "norm" for a language to refer to the
mean value observed for groups of (hopefully) monolingual
subjects, as opposed to more subjective notions Qj how a
phone "ought" to sound (P. Linell, 1982).
Another, more recent, study (1. Werker et aI., 1984) manipulated psychological set in a discrimination experiment.
Changes in instruction did not influence performance.
Vol. 6. No.3. Sep'embcr
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study showed a shift in the location of the mean
voiced-voiceless category boundary as a function
of language set.
This suggested that the subjects did no/ employ
different
phonetic criteria for identifying
the
acoustically different stops of Ll and L2.7 It is
possible, of course, that these studies yielded
negative findings because the procedures used for
creating the different language sets did not succeed in inducing subjects to process the stimuli as
if they were listening to two different languages.
A later study by Elman et al. (1977),which used
more elaborate procedures, did show a significant
effect of language set. The language used to interact with the subjects was again varied. In addition, the stimuli were appended to Ll (Spanish)
of L2 (English) carrier phrases, and L1 or L2 "filler" words were interspersed among the stimuli in
the two language sets. The subjects identified five
natural syllables as Ibal or Ipal (one stimulus produced by a "bilingual" talker with lead VaT, one
with long-lag VaT, and three with short-lag VaT
values). As expected, the short-lag tokens w~re
usually identified as Ipal by monolingual Spanish
subjects, but as Ibal by monolingual English subjects. "Strong", but not "moderate/weak
EnglishSpanish bilingual" subjects identified significantly
more syllables as Ipa! (the Spanish mode of labelling) in the Spanish than English set.
The authors concluded that the language set
manipulation
led some, but not all, subjects to
vary the placement of "category boundaries". The
significant
correlation
between
"degree
of
fluency" in Spanish and English, and the magnitude of the shift in the percentage of Ipa! judgments given in response to short-lag tokens,
suggested that only those subjects who were relatively proficient in English L2 identified stops differently in the two language sets. This, in turn,
suggested that new phonetic categories for English Ip,t,k/ are established as L2 learners gain
proficiency in English.
7

Caramazza

et al (1973) examined

native French

speakers

of

English who were selected on the basis of self-evaluated
ability to speak English. and according to reading speed.
Data was gathered in two sessions separated by 2-3 weeks.
Williams (1977) examined "bilingual"
subjects who spoke
both Spanish and English with little evidence of a foreign
accen t.
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There are several reasons for caution, however, in accepting the conclusion that category
boundaries showed a shift across language sets in
the Elman et al. (1977) study. The increase in Ipa!
responses in the Spanish compared to English set
was small. Spanish monolinguals identified about
81 % more short-lag tokens as Ipa! than English
monolinguals.
In comparison,
even the "strong"
bilingual subjects showed only a 17% increase in
Ipal judgments across sets. This finding cannot be
directly interpreted
as a shift in the location of
"phoneme
boundaries"
because
only three
natural tokens, not the members of a VaT contilllwm, were identified.8
The shift that was observed may have derived
from application of a phonological
rule, rather
than from the use of differing phonetic criteria
for identifying stops in the two language sets. The
carrier phrase appended by Elman et al. to stimuli
in the Spanish set ("Escriba la palabra ... ") may
have triggered a Spanish phonological
rule that
causes Ib,d,g/, but not Ip,t,k/, to be realized as
fricatives in word-initial position (J .E. Flege et
al. 1984; J. Harris, 1969).9 This is because it
created a context in which a word-initial stop such
as Ib/-but
not Ip/-would
be fricativized in the
prodllction of Spanish. The native Spanish subjects may therefore have judged more syllables as
Ipal in the Spanish than English set because the
CV stimuli were initiated by a stop.
There is also reason for caution in accepting
the conclusion that the magnitude of the language
set effect depended on subjects' proficiency in L2.
Subjects' L2 proficiency was not assessed objectively in the Elman et al. (1977) study. 10 The aim
• Some tenative inferences concerning a possible shift in category boundaries
might have been drawn, for the three shortlag stimuli had slightly different YOT values. Unfortunately,
the percentage
increase in Ipal judgments was not reported
separately
for the three stimuli. The authors indicate that
pilot testing revealed the lack of a language set effect for
synthetic stimuli.
v Macken (1980) hypothesized
that children acquiring Spanish
as an L1 may learn to identify word-initial
obstruents
as
.voiceless (i.e., Ip,t.kI) not on the basis of YOT. but on the
basis of whether or not they hear a SlOp rahter than a fricative.
10

Degree of "nuency" in Spanish and English was estimated
by two judges using an 8-point rating scale. One judge
spoke both Spanish and English; the other judge was apparently monolingual
in one of those languages.

J. E. Flege, W. Eefting I Cross-language switching

of the present study was therefore twofold: to determine if subjects identify stops differently in
their two languages as a function of language set;
and, if so, whether the magnitude of the shift depends on objectively-determined differences in
L2 proficiency.
The study examined the identification of the
members of a continuum ranging from Idl to It!
by 50 native speakers of Dutch who began learning English at the age of 12 years. In Dutch,
Ip,t,k/ are implemented as voiceless unaspirated
stops (L. Lisker et aI., 1964; A. Slis et aI., 1969).
Pilot work, as well as previous experiments examining the identification of stops by native speakers of Spanish and French (A.S. Abramson et aI.,
1973; I.E. Flege et aI., 1986; L. Williams, 1977),
suggested that Dutch subjects would show category boundaries at shorter VOT values than native English subjects. If the Dutch subjects identified the stimuli differently as a function of language set, they should therefore show category
boundaries at longer VOT values in an English
than a Dutch set.
To assess the possible effect of L2 proficiency
on the magnitude of cross-language shifts in identification, it was necessary to develop procedures
with which to objectively assess L2 proficiency.
The "extreme group" approach was used to test
the hypothesis regarding L2 proficiency level.
Subjects were assigned to "high-", "mid-" and
"low- proficiency" subgroups according to objective criteria. The lack of a Language Set x L2
Proficiency level interaction would indicate that
the magnitude of a cross-language shift in perception does not vary as a function of L2 proficiency.
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sity of Utrecht. Since most of them appeared to
speak English quite well, 10 other subjects were
recruited from a technical college in Delft. Like
the 40 "English majors", the "Engineering
majors" first began to study English at the age of
12 years. Unlike the English majors, however,
they stopped studying English after the six years
required in high school.
Responses to a language-background questionnaire confirmed our belief that the Engineering
majors had much less need, opportunity, or desire
to speak English than the English majors. The
strong foreign accents evident among most of the
Engineering majors suggested they had received
much less exposure to English stops than the English majors. Since L2 learning may influence L1
production (I.E. Flege, 1987b; I.E. Flege et al.
1987a), the Engineering majors were expected to
provide a better estimate of Dutch phonetic
norms than the English majors. 11
Data was also obtained from five adult native
speakers of British English (4 males, 1 female) to
provide a tentative estimate of English phonetic
norms. It should be born in mind, however, that
the native English subjects were living in The
Netherlands at the time of the study, and could
all speak Dutch to some extent. Although English
was their principal language at the time of the
study, learning Dutch may have influenced their
production and perception of It! in English (I.E.
Flege, 1987b). The speech of the native English
subjects was also used to provide a benchmark in
the procedure developed to assess degree of
global foreign accent in the English spoken by the
50 Dutch subjects (see below).
2.2. Procedure

2. Method
2.1. Subjects
We attempted to select a relatively homogeneous group of native Dutch adults differing principally according to overall ability to speak English.
A total of 50 subjects between the ages of 20-35
years were chosen to participate. Half were male,
half were female, and all had normal hearing according to self-report. Forty subjects were students in the Department of English at the Univer-

The experiment was divided into two approximately 20 min parts, referred to here as "language
sets". All speech material and recorded instructions were in English in the "English set". The
II It would have been difficult to establish a matched group
of Dutch subjects who were truly monolingual. English is
spoken well and readily by most college-educated Dutch
subjects in the 20-35 year age range because English is
often regarded as a prerequisite to career advancement in
many fields. Moreover, English can be heard routinely on
Dutch radio and TV.
Vol. 6. No.3. September 1987
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speech material and translation-equivalent
instructions were, of course, in Dutch in the Dutch
set. The order of participation in the two language
sets was counterbalanced
across subjects. The English instructions were recorded by a female native speaker of English, the Dutch instructions by
a female native speaker of Dutch. Recorded instructions were used to reduce the possibility of
experimenter
bias, as well as possible psycho-social or sociolinguistic effects. The erperimenter
(WE) was a native speaker of Dutch who speaks
English with a moderate degree of foreign accent,
in the first author's opinion. The experimenter
interacted minimally with the subjects. The interactions which, of necessity, did occur were usuaIly in English or Dutch, as appropriate .
The subjects first read some speech material
from written lists. As shown in Appendix I, the
speech material used in the Dutch and English
sets was carefully balanced. In the first part of
each set, subjects read 5 short sentences,
3 of
Which were later used for evaluating foreign accent. This was foIlowed by the reading of 72 sentences (to be analyzed in future studies), then by
30 sentences of the form "The word is eve."
One of the words produced in the last set was
used in the VOT analysis, to be described below.
The recordings were made on a portable cassette
tape recorder (Sony Model TCD6C) with an electret condensor microphone
(Sony Model ECM939L T).
The subjects then identified the 16 members of
a VOT continuum ranging from Ida.! to Ita.!. The
members of this continuum, which was synthesized using a version of the Klatt (1981) software
synthesizer, resembled careful, isolated tokens of
"da" and "ta" produced by a native speaker of
English (JEF). The stimuli have been described
in detail elsewhere (J .E. Flege et al. 1986). BriefIy, VOT was increased in 10 ms steps from -60
to +90 ms. AIl 16 stimuli contained the same lowintensity 10 ms release burst. The relatively long
(ca. 100 ms) duration of the formant transitions
into the "vowel" portion of the stimuli were expected to yield category boundaries for the native
English subjects at somewhat longer VOT values
than those obtained
in previous studies using
other stimulus continua. Since the Ia.! of English
and Dutch differ little in quality, it is likely that
Speech Communica(ion
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only the initial stop would seem "non-Dutch"
to
the Dutch subjects, especiaIly those stimuli beginning with long-lag VOT values of 40-90 ms.
The stimuli were presented
binaurally over
headphones
(TDH-49) at 76 dB SPL(A) using a
portable
cassette tape recorder
(Sony Model
TCD6C). The interstimulus interval was fixed at
2.5 s, with a 5 s pause between 10 different randomizations of the stimuli. The subjects were told
to circle "da" or "ta" on the answer sheet, and to
guess in case of uncertainty.
The instructions were written in such a way as
to suggest that two different continua would be
presented in the two language sets. The instructions included the foIlowing:
. " Speech sounds may be produced differently in
Dutch and English ... (which has) ... an important
practical significance. When we program computers to produce speech, we must synthesize speech
sounds differently for Dutch and English listeners. Our goal is to improve methods for synthesizing speech. We have asked you to participate because you are bilingual. People like you should
have a good understanding
of the pronunciation
of both Dutch and English ...
Remarks made by some subjects indicated they
had indeed inferred (incorrectly)
that physically
different stimuli were used in the Dutch and English sets.
We did not append a Dutch or English carrier
phrase to the ev stimuli presented in the two sets
because we felt that a carrier phrase might, after
several repetitions, be ignored. Instead, the subjects were required to actively process Dutch and
English speech in the two sets. The sentences presented in Appendix II were interspersed between
blocks of stimuli in the Dutch and English sets.
The subjects were informed they would hear the
same questions in the Dutch and English sets, and
that their written responses
to the questions
would be compared to verify they could "understand both languages". The advantage of this approach over the use of a carrier phrase was t}1at
it could be objectively determined
whether the
sentences were actuaIly processed. A check verified that, in fact, the subjects gave the same answers to the questions asked in Dutch and English.

J. E. Flege, W. Eeltil/g / Cross-Ial/guage

2.3. Assessing L2 proficiency
The design called for an objective evaluation
of the English language proficiency of the Dutch
subjects. At present, no suitable instrument exist
for evaluating L2 proficiency as it relates to
phonetic perception and segmental articulation.
Therefore, three separate factors thought to be
relevant to how the subjects might identify stops
in L1 and L2 were used to evaluate L2 proficiency.
The most likely index of L2 proficiency seemed
to be a rating of overall degree of foreign accent
(J .E. Flege, 1987a). (The "fluency" ratings obtained by Elman et al. in 1977 may, in fact, have
represented an impressionistic evaluation of
global foreign accent). Previous studies have established that degree of foreign accent can be estimated validly and reliably (E. Brennan et aI.,
1981; 1975; R.C. Major, 1987; E. Ryan et aI.,
1975). A foreign accent score was obtained for all
50 Dutch subjects based on their production of
the sentences "I can read this for you", "The good
shoe fits Sue", and "The red book was good".
Eight native speakers of British English rated the
3 sentences produced by 50 Dutch subjects and 5
native speakers of British English. British rather
than American listeners were chosen because
British English is taught in Dutch schools.
The 165 foreign accent sentences (50 Dutch +
5 English subjects x 3 sentences) were low-pass
filtered at 8 kHz, digitized at 20 kHz with 12-bit
amplitude resolution, edited, normalized for
overall rms intensity, and stored on disk for later
on-line presentation. Three repetitions of each
were presented binaurally (TDH-49) to the
judges at a peak syllable level of 76 dB SPL(A)
after DIA conversion and low-pass filtering. The
experiment was self-paced: each sentence was
presented 1.0 s after it response was received for
the preceding sentence.
The judges were told to estimate degree of
foreign accent by moving the lever on a response
box between scale endpoints marked "No Foreign
Accent" and "Strong Foreign Accent". The lever
was attached to a linear potentiometer which, in
turn, was connected to an AiD converter that returned values ranging from 1-256. The listeners
were told that some talkers were native speakers
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of English, but not what proportion (11%). The
three sentences were presented in separate
blocks, the order of which was counterbalanced
across listeners. A foreign accent score was calculated by averaging the 72 rating scale judgments
(8 listeners x 3 sentences x 3 repetitions) obtained for each talker.
The second index of L2 proficiency was the
Dutch subjects' own estimate of their ability to
pronounce English. Previous research suggests
that L2 learners' self-reports concerning how
much they use an L2 may be valid (K. MacKain
et aI., 1981), and that L2 learners are aware, at
least to some extent, of their own foreign accent
(Neufeld, 1979). A 10 point self-evaluation score
was created. It was based on written responses to
4 questions presented aurally between blocks of
the identification experiment in the English set
(3,7,12,18 in Appendix II)Y
The third index of L2 proficiency was a specific
measure of segmental articulation. Previous research suggests a relationship exists between how
authentically specific L2 phones are produced,
and overall degree of foreign accent (E. Gatbonton, 1975; R.C. Major, 1987; E. Ryan et aI.,
19i5). However, this does not rule out the possibility that an L2 learner might have a good overall
accent in L2 but fail to produce some subset of
sounds-such as prevocalic stops-authentically.
It seemed reasonable to think that the extent to
which Dutch speakers approximate the long-lag
VaT norm of English Ip,t,k/ in speech production
is related to how they perceive English (and, possibly, Dutch) stops. Therefore, the mean VaT
value produced by the Dutch subjects in prevocalic English It! (in the word-initial position of
"tot", in the carrier "the word is
") was
determined. Three tokens of It! were measured to
the nearest 0.5 mm (2.0 ms) from spectrograms
(Kay Model 7800). The VaT interval was defined
as extending from the beginning of the release
burst, to the onset of periodicity in the "vowel"
portion.

12

Responses to the four questions were converted to a 10
point scale by subtracting 2 from the total number of points
accorded each subjects based on their responses.
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2.4. Analyses

3. Results

A category boundary was calculated by linear
interpolation of the 50% cross-over in the identification functions obtained for all 50 native Dutch

3. i. identification of Stops

subjects in the English and Dutch sets. However,
not all of the boundary scores were used in the
mixed-design
Language Set x L2 Proficiency
Level ANOV As used to test the hypothesis that
the magnitude of perceptual switching increases
as a function of L2 proficiency. We reasoned that
if the original population of 50 subjects were simply split into halves based on any of the three
criteria, there might be overlap in terms of actual
L2 proficiency. This would tend to obscure the
existence of a significant interaction, if indead one
existed, so a conservative approach to data analysis was adopted. The category boundary scores
for subjects in three subgroups of 10 subjects
each, designated that "high-", "mid-", and "lowproficiency" groups, were used in analyses. Three
separate ANOV As were performed, each b'ased
on scores for 30 subjects selected on the basis of
one of the three proficiency criteria.
'Most of the 10 Engineering
majors were assigned to the "low-proficiency"
subgroups determined by rankings for the three proficiency
criteria. It should be noted, however, that the
same subsets of subjects were not always assigned
to the three subgroups; and that the "Engineering
major" subgroup is not synonymous
with the
"low-proficiency"
subgroups. Since we had no a
priori way of knowing which of the three criteria
was the most valid index of L2 proficiency, it was
decided that a significant two-way interaction in
anyone of the three analyses would be interpreted as support for the hypothesis that crosslanguage switching increases along with L2 proficiency. Similarly, a significant effect of Language
Set in any of the three ANOV As would be regarded as support for the hypothesis that the listeners identified stops differently in the two language sets.
The criteria used to assess the L2 proficiency
were themselves of interest. They are therefore
described,
and the inter-relationships
among
them explored using correlational techniques, following presentation
of the speech perception
data.
Speech

Communkation

Figure 1 plots the mean category boundaries
obtained in the English and Dutch sets for subjects assigned to three extreme groups differing
in English language proficiency on the basis of
global foreign accent scores. The category boundaries occurred at slightly longer values in the English than Dutch set for all three proficiency subgroups. The mean difference averaged 1.2 ms for
the 10 subjects with the best accent in English
(i.e., the high-proficiency
subjects), 3.5 ms for
the mid-proficiency
subjects, and 3.9 ms for subjects with the strongest accent (i.e., the low-proficiency subjects).
Highly similar results were also obtained when
subjects were assigned to high-, mid-, and lowproficiency subgroups according to the self-evaluation scores, and according to English VOT. For
subjects selected on the basis of the self-evaluation scores, the difference in category boundaries
averaged 3.6 ms for the high-proficiency subjects,
1.4 ms for the mid-proficiency
subjects,
and
3.4 ms for subjects assigned to the low-proficiency subgroup.
For subjects selected on the
basis of mean VOT, the difference
averaged
2.9 ms for the high-proficiency
subjects, 1.6 ms
for the mid-proficiency
subjects, and 4.6 ms for
the low-proficiency subjects.

•

LANGUAGE
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"
BOUNDARY.

•
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(6)

••
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(71
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L2 Proficiency

Fig. 1. The mean Id/-Itl phoneme boundaries, in ms, observed in the Dutch and English sets for Dutch subjects assigned to high-, mid- and low-proficiency groups (10 each)
according to the foreign accent scores (see text).
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1

The mean Id/-/tl boundaries
obtained in Dutch and English sets for 5 native speakers of English. 50 native speakers of Dutch,
and two subsets of the native Dutch population
(studellls majoring in English or Engineering),
in ms. The "differencc"
scorc is
the mean of individual subject between-set
differences;
inter-subject
standard deviations are in parentheses
Language

Native English
Native Dutch

(II =

English majors

(II

= 50)
= 40)

Engineering

(II

=

majors

(II

5)

lO)

The main effect of Language Set was highly
significant in the analysis examining subjects on
the basis of foreign accent scores [F( 1,27) = 19.5],
self-evaluation scores [F(1,27) = 19.8], and mean
English VOT [F(l,27)
= 23.0., P < 0.001].
Neither the effect of L2 Proficiency Level, nor
the interaction of Language Set x L2 Proficiency
Level, was significant in any analysis.
The mean /d/-/t/ category boundaries obtained
for all 50 Dutch subjects in the English and Dutch
sets, and for the 5 native English subjects, are
presented in Table 1. The mean category boundary for the 50 Dutch subjects averaged 2.1 ms
longer in the English than Dutch set. A two-tailed
t-test indicated that the order in which the Dutch
subjects participated in the two language sets did
not significantly affect the location of category
boundaries.
Surprisingly, the difference in boundaries between language sets was smaller for the 40 English
majors (1.6 ms) than the 10 Engineering majors
(4.1 ms). The native English subjects also showed
a larger effect of Language Set (3.2 ms) than the
English majors. It was our impression that the
English majors spoke English better than the En-

Set

Dutch

English

Diffcrence

43.Y(4.7)
33.5(5.7)
34.5(5.H)
2Y.6(2.7)

47.1( 16.4)

3.2( 12.5)

35.6(
36.1(
33.7(

2.1( 3.8)
1.6( 3.8)

5.4)
5.7)
3.Y)

4.1(

3.4)

gineering majors, and that they also spoke their
L2 (English) bctter than the native English subjects spoke their L2 (Dutch). These findings
therefore appear to be inconsistent with the
hypothesis that perceptual switching increases
along with L2 proficiency.
3.2. L2 proficiency measures
Table 2 presents the mean values of the three
criteria used to evaluate L2 proficiency. As expected, the 50 native Dutch subjects were generally accorded lower foreign accent scores than the
5 native spcakers of English. The native English
subjects' scores averaged 239, which was very
near the "No Foreign Accent" end of the scale.
The native Dutch subjects' scores averaged 159.
Only two Dutch subjects received a foreign accent
score that was higher than the lowest score received by any native English speaker (i.e., 230).
In agreement with our subjective impressions
(see above), the English majors received a higher
mean score (178) than the Engineering majors
(86). In fact, only one of the 40 English majors
received a score that was lower than the highest

Table 2
The mean foreign accent scores, self-evaluation

scores.

and VOT values (in ms) in III spoken

speakers of English, 50 native spcakers of Dutch, and two subgroups
and Engineering);
inter-subject
dcviations are in parcnthescs

Native English
Native Dutch
English majors
Engineering majors

(II

= 5)

(II

= 50)
= 40)
= 10)

(II

(II

in English and Dutch words by nativc

of the native Dutch population

(students

majoring

Accent

Sclf-cval.

English VOT

Dutch VOT

239( 9)
159(51 )
17H(36)
86(29)

5.0(1.9)
5.4( I.H)
3.3( 1.5)

90.4(23.6)
60.3(31.H)
6H.6(29.9)
26.9(7.8)

51.2(23.5)
22.8( 7.2)
23.3( 7.6)

in English

20.9( 5.3)
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score received by an Engineering
major (i .e.,
130). The self-evaluation
scores of the English
majors were also higher (an average of 5.4) than
the Engineering majors' (3.3 on a 10 point scale).
The self-evaluation
scores and foreign accent
scores were positively correlated (r( 49) = 0.557,
P < 0.01]. This suggests that the 50 Dutch subjects' evaluation of their accent in English was, at
least to some extent, valid.
As expected
from previous research
(J .E.
Flege, 1987a; J.E. Flege et aI., 1981), the Dutch
subjects produced Itl with a shorter mean VaT
value in English (60 ms) than the native speakers
of English (90 ms). Also as expected, the 40 English majors produced English It! with a longerand therefore
more English-like-mean
VaT
value (67 ms) than the 10 Engineering
majors
(27 ms). Figure 2 plots the mean VaT values in
English It! observed for all 50 Dutch subjects as
a function of the foreign accent scores. A significant positive correlation
existed between these
two indices of English-language
proficiency (r( 49)
= 0.341, P < 0.01]. Close inspection of Fig. 2
reveals that the significance of the correlation was
due largely to the fact that a small subset of subjects with low foreign accent scores (i.e., "strong"
accents) produced English It! with short-lag VaT
values. Most of these subjects were Engineering
majors. They seem to have produced English
words with a "Dutch" It!.

swirchil/g

Figure 2 also reveals that some of the native
Dutch subjects produced English It I with Englishlike VaT values. The solid line in Fig. 2 represents the mean VaT value produced in English
It I by the native speakers of English. The dashed
lines enclose +1- one standard deviation around
the native English mean. While it is true that most
(64%) Dutch subjects' mean VaT was more than
one standard deviation below the native English
mean, some subjects' (30%) mean values were
less than +1- one standard deviation from the
English mean. A few (6%) of the Dutch subjects
actually produced English It! with mean VaT values that exceeded the native English mean by
more than one standard deviation.
Table 2 also presents the mean VaT values
observed for Dutch It!. Almost all (48/50) of the
native Dutch subjects, and all 5 native English
subjects, produced It! with longer vaT values in
English than Dutch. As expected, the 5 native
English subjects produced Dutch It! with a substantially longer mean VaT (51 ms) than the 50
native speakers of Dutch (23 ms). The 40 English
majors
produced
Dutch
It! with somewhat
longer-and
therefore English-like-VaT
values
than the Engineering
majors. However, the difference between the English majors and the Engineering majors was non-significant
(F( 1,48) =
0.84].
Figure 3 plots the mean VaT of It! in English
and Dutch words spoken by the Dutch subjects
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Fig. 2. The mean VaT in ms in the /11produced in English
words by 50 native Dutch subjects as a function of the foreign
accent scores. The mean VaT measured in stops produced by
native English subjects is represented by a solid horizontal
line; the dashed lines enclose +1- one standard deviations
from the mean native English VaT.
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Fig. 3. The mean VaT in ms in English 111 produced by native
Dutch subjects assigned to high-, and low-proficiency groups
(10 each) according to the foreign accent scores.
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who were assigned to the high-, mid-, and lowproficiency subgroups according to the foreign accent scores. The subjects in all three proficiency
subgroups produced It! with longer VOT values
in English than Dutch. However, the VOT difference between English and Dutch It! was greater
for subjects in the high-proficiency
subgroup
(48 ms) and
the
mid-proficiency
subgroup
(47 ms) than for subjects assigned to the low-proficiency subgroup (15 ms).
The differing magnitude of the VOT difference
between Dutch versus English It! for subjects differing in L2 proficiency led to a significant interaction of Language Set x L2 Proficiency Level
[F(2,27) = 4.67,p
= 0.02]. The simple main effect
of Language Set was significant for the high-proficiency [F(1,9) = 42.1] and mid-proficiency subjects [F(1,9) = 23.2, p < 0.01). but not for the
low-proficiency subjects. The simple main effect
of Proficiency Level was significant for the VOT
in Dutch It! [F(2,27) = 4.34, P = 0.02]; it narrowly
missed reaching
significance
for English
It!
[F(2,27)
= 3.06, p = 0.06]. Post-hoc tests for
Dutch It I revealed that the high-proficiency
sub.jects produced significantly shorter VOT values
(17 ms) than subjects in the mid- (25 ms) or lowproficiency (25 ms) subgroups (p < 0.05).13
T-tests (two-tailed) revealed there was not a
significant difference in VOT for Dutch It! between subjects participating in the Dutch and English sets first. However, subjects who participated in the Dutch set first produced English It!
with a significantly
longer mean VOT value
(70 ms) than those who participated
in the English set first (51 ms, t(48) = 2.19, p < 0.05).
Further tests were performed
to determine
whether the order in which subjects participated
in the two language sets may have differentially
affected subjects differing in L2 proficiency. The
25 subjects who participated
in the same order
(of language set) were subdivided into two extreme groups of 10 subjects each based on the
foreign accent scores. Two separate ANOV As revealed that there was not a significantly different

13

Only 8 of the 10 subjects assigned to the low-proficiency
group according to the foreign accent scores were Engineering majors. The mean VOT values in Fig. 3 therefore differ
somewhat from the values in Table 2.
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effect of the order of participation
on subjects
differing in L2 proficiency.
A multiple correlation analysis was performed
to determine what relationship, if any, existed between the category boundary values obtained for
the 50 Dutch subjects and the three criteria used
to assess the Dutch subjects' L2 proficiency. The
foreign accent scores, self-evaluation
scores, and
English VOT did not account for a significant portion of the variance in the category boundaries
obtained in the English set. Nor was there a significant simple correlation
between
any single
criteria and the category boundaries observed in
the English set.
A multiple correlation
analysis was also performed to examine the relationship between the
L2 proficiency variables and the VOT values produced by the Dutch subjects in English It!. The
foreign accent and self-evaluation scores together
accounted for a significant 34% of the variance in
VOT values It! (p < 0.01). The foreign accent
scores and self-evaluation
scores were positively
correlated with one another [r( 49) = 0.557, p <
0.01]. suggesting they may have reflected a single
dimension. As mentioned earlier, there was a significant correlation
between English VOT and
foreign accent scores. However, there was not a
significant simple correlation
between English
VOT and the self-evaluation
scores.
Additional tests indicated there was not a significant correlation between the VOT in English It!
and the category boundary values obtained in the
Dutch set. There was not a significant correlation
between the magnitude of the VOT difference
produced between It I in English and Dutch and
the three L2 proficiency variables. Finally, there
was not a significant correlation between category
boundaries
obtained in the Dutch and English
sets.

4. Discussion
Native speakers of Dutch identified.a
voice
onset time (VOT) continuum ranging from Idet!
to Itet! in two language "sets" intended to induce
them to process stimuli as if they were listening
to Dutch or English. The language set manipulation exerted a highly significant effect on the locaVol. 6. No.3. September 1987
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tion of category boundaries.
Boundaries
were
longer in the English than Dutch set, which is
consistent with the fact that /t/ is realized with
much longer VOT values in English than Dutch
(L. Lisker et aI., 1964). This suggests that the
Dutch subjects, who were able to speak English,
were tacitly aware of acoustic differences distinguishing the long-lag /t/ of English from the shortlag /t! of Dutch.
The present study may have showed a significant effect of language set, unlike two previous
studies (A. Caramazza et aI., 1973; L. Williams,
1977), because the procedures used to create differing language sets were more elaborate,
and
thus probably more effective (see Methods section). In addition, the synthetic consonant-vowel
stimuli used here were probably more naturalsounding than the stimuli used in the previous
studies.
The absolute magnitude of the language set effect on category boundaries was small in absolute
terms: 2.1 ms. The largest effect of language set
obtained for any Dutch subject was only 11 ms.
Interestingly,
the subject showing this relatively
large effect was one of two Dutch subjects whose
global foreign accent score fell within the range
of values observed for native speakers of English
(That is, this was a subject who could probably
"pass" as a native speaker of English in some circumstances. )
The effect of language set was undoubtedly
smaller than the difference in boundaries
that
would be obtained
for Dutch
and English
monolinguals
identifying the same continuum.
We saw a 17 ms difference in the boundaries obtained for Dutch Engineering
students in
Dutch set, and native English speakers in the
glish set.14 An earlier study (J .E. Flege et
1986) using the same stimuli showed a 14 ms
ference
between
monolingual
English
Spanish subjects.
14

the
EnaI.,
difand

These two mean values may actually underestimate the difference that would be obtained from groups of Dutch and
English monolinguals. The Dutch L2 experience of the
British subjects could have lead to a reduction in values of
their English boundary; and the English L2 experience of
the engineering students might have lead to an increase in
the VOT values obtained in the Dutch set.
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An earlier finding by Elman et aI. (1977)
suggested that not all individuals who learn a second language (L2) will show the same effect of
language set. More specifically, it suggested the
hypothesis that Dutch subjects proficient in English would show a larger difference in the location of category boundaries in a Dutch versus English set than relatively non-proficient
Dutch subjects. This was tested by examining 50 Dutch subjects representing
a wide range of proficiency
levels in English. Some subjects spoke English
frequently,
and with little accent; others spoke
English only infrequently,
and with a strong
foreign accent. Three objective criteria were used
to assign subjects from this population
to subgroups differing in L2 proficiency.
The most important finding of this study was
that the magnitude of the boundary shift between
language sets did not vary as a function of L2
proficiency. The same result was obtained when
subjects were assigned to L2 proficiency subgroups according to global foreign accent scores,
their own self-evaluation
concerning
ability to
pronounce
English, and the mean VOT values
produced in English /t/.
The analysis of perception in two language sets
was followed by an examination
of the criteria
used to assess L2 proficiency. The foreign accent
scores were correlated
with the self-evaluation
scores, and with the mean VOT produced in English /t/ by the native Dutch subjects. The first
finding indicates that L2 learners' judgments of
their own foreign accent (0. Neufeld, 1979) is
valid, at least to some extent. The second finding
is in close agreement with Major's (1987) report
of a significant correlation
between native Portuguese subjects' English VOT and global foreign
accent scores. Other studies have also shown significant correlations
between specific aspects of
L2 segmental articulation
and degree of accent
(E. Oatbonton,
1975; R.C. Major, 1987; E. Ryan
et aI., 1975). It is likely that divergences from L2
phonetic norms for many segmental and suprasegmental dimensions contribute
to foreign accent
(J.E. Flege, 1984; 1987a). This raises the question
of whether approximation
to the phonetic norm
for all phones in L2 will lead to equal changes in
degree of perceived foreign accent (J .E. Flege,
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1984).15
The cross-language difference in VOT seen in
speech production
was an order of magnitude
larger than the category boundary shift between
Idl and It I observed in the English and Dutch sets.
The Dutch subjects' Itl had a mean VOT value
that was 38 ms longer in English than Dutch
words. Conversely, the native English subjects'
It! had a mean VOT that was 38 ms shorfer in
Dutch than English. Despite their ability to alter
VOT when switching from Dutch to English, the
50 native Dutch subjects, taken as a whole, produced English Itl with a shorter mean VOT
(60 ms) than the native speakers
of English
(90 ms). This agrees with previous studies of L2
speech production (A. Caramazza et aI., 1973;
J.E. Flege et aI., 1987a; 1984; 1981; R.C. Major,
1987; R.F. Port et aI., 1983) showing that L2learners usually fail to match native speakers in producing Ip,t,kl if these stop phonemes are implemented as voiceless unaspirated
stops in the
learners' native language (Ll).
On the surface, at least, this seems to support
the claim (J.E. Flege, 1981; 1984; 1987a,b) that
adult L2 learners may approximate
L2 phonetic
norms, but never match native speakers in producing L2 phones which differ acoustically from
corresponding stops in Ll. An inspection of individual subject data, however, showed that while
most of the Dutch subjects did produce English
It I with
substantially
shorter
(and therefore
Dutch-like) VOT values than the native English
speakers, some of them produced English ItI with
VOT values closely resembling the native English
mean. Does this mean that they had acquired an
truly English-like production of Ip,t,k! ?
15

Another question raised by the relationship between
foreign accent and VOT is whether L2 learners' approximation to the long-lag VOT norm of English will affect intel·
ligibility. One study (D.E. Metz et aI., 1985) showed the
VOT difference between English It! versus Id/ produced by
deaf speakers of English accounted for a significant 54% of
the variability in intelligibility scores. The first author's impression is that a Dutch talker's production of English It!
with short-lag VOT values will usually be perceived as It!
by native English speakers. However, non-authentic VOT
values might increase processing time so that, for example,
it would take English subjects longer to identify Dutch-produced It! tokens than native-produced It! tokens in a
speeded classification task.
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We speculate that the English stop production
observed here may not have been truly representative of how the Dutch subjects typically produced English Ip,t,k!. VOT was measured in key
words produced in the carrier phrase "The word
is
". This undoubtedly focused subjects'
attention on the minimal contrast between "tot"
and "dot" (J.E. Flege, 1984; J.E. Flege et aI.,
1984). The subjects who produced English It I with
the most English-like VOT values were students
majoring in English. They are likely to have received explicit instruction pertaining to the VOT
difference
distinguishing
English versus Dutch
stops. It is therefore possible they exaggerated
VOT16 in producing English It/. This hypothesis
was supported
by the observation
that several
Dutch subjects "overshot" the English VOT norm
for It/. It is further supported by the finding that
subjects who participated
in the Dutch set first
produced
English ItI with significantly
longer
VOT values than subjects who first participated
in the English set. It would be useful to examine
production
of English stops by a comparable
population
of subjects using a speech sample
likely to result in "unmonitored"
performanc'e
(J.E. Flege et aI., 1984).
The
production
of Dutch
It! was also
examined. This analysis has lead us to an important inference that, at first, seems divergent from
the perception results. We found that the Dutch
subjects with the best accents in English produced
Dutch ItI with significantly shorter VOT values
than subjects with stronger accents in English.
This suggests that learning English as an L2 influenced how the proficient Dutch speakers of English produced stops in their native language.
This is not the first time an effect of learning
an L2 on production of the native language has
been observed.
Flege and Eefting (1987a) obtained a similar result for native Spanish speakers
of English. The subjects in two adult groups and
one child group realized the short-lag Ip,t,kl of

Ib

II is unlikely, of course, that talkers directly manipulate the
acoustic VOT dimension in stops. VOT variation in Ip,t,k1
is one consequence of changes in the laryngeal devoicing
gesture used for voiceless stops or, more importantly, of
changes in the relative timing of gloual and supragloual
gestures.
Vol. 6. No.3. September 19M?
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Spanish with significantly shorter VOT values
than groups of age-matched native Spanish subjects who had not learned English. Flege and
Eefting (1987a) interpreted this "L2 effect on L1
production" as evidence for the establishment of
new phonetic categories. This interpretation was
supported by the finding (J.E. Flege et aI., 1987b)
that, whereas the Spanish speakers of English imitated a VOT continuum ranging from -60 ms to
+90 ms with stops in the three modal VOT ranges
(lead, short-lag, long-lag), Spanish and English
mono/inguals used only two modal VOT ranges
in imitating the same continuum.
Dutch learners of English might be expected
to shorten the VOT in Dutch ItI if they established
a long-lag phonetic category for English It/. Keating (1984) hypothesized that the voiceless unaspirated realizations of Spanish Ip,t,kl have somewhat longer VOT values than the voiceless unaspirated realizations of English Ib,d,g/ because of
"polarization", a universal phonetic factor which
serves to enhance the acoustic differences between phonetic categories. Whereas the short-lag
stops used to implement Spanish voiceless Ip,t,k/
"polarize" away from the prevo iced stops used to
im'plement voiced Ib,d,g,l in Spanish, the shortlag realizations of voiced Ib,d,g,l in English
polarize away from the long-lag stops used in English to implement voiceless Ip,t,k/. If the proficient Dutch subjects added a phonetic category
for English It!, their Dutch It! would be expected
to polarize from it, that is, be produced with
somewhat shorter VOT values. This conclusion
must, of course, remain tentative in the absence
of data for Dutch monolinguals.
Flege (1987b) observed significant L2 effects
on L1 production that went in the opposite direction. Proficient native French speakers of English
produced French It! with longer-and therefore
English-like-VOT
values than French monolinguals. Conversely, native English speakers of
French produced English It! with shorterFrench-like-VOT values than English monolinguals. This suggested a merger (or assimilation) of
the phonetic properties of French and English It!,
rather than an enhancement (polarization) of the
differences between them.
The direction of the L2 effect on L1 production
observed by Flege (1987b) may have been due to
Speech
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the chronological age at which subjects in that
study began learning their L2. Whereas they
began learning their L2 (French or English) as
young adults, the subjects examined by Flege and
Eefting (1987a) began learning their L2 (Spanish)
by the age of 5-6 years. Flege and Eefting (1987b)
hypothesized that young children establish new
phonetic categories for L2 phones more readily
than older children and adults because their
phonetic systems are still in the process of development.
The Dutch subjects examined in the present
study were intermediate in age to the subjects
examined by Flege (1987b) and Flege and Eefting
(1987a). They 'first began to study English in
school at the age of 12 years. One might speculate
that individuals who first begin L2 learning by the
age of 12 years will, like younger children, establish a new phonetic category for English It!. However, this conclusion is premature for two
reasons. We have no information concerning
exactly when the Dutch subjects were first massively exposed to English.17 Also, the subjects
examined here constituted a special population.
The Dutch subjects who showed an apparent
shortening of VOT in Dutch It! were the subjects
with the greatest aptitude for pronunciation
selected from a group which, as a whole, probably
possessed relatively great aptitude for L2 learning.
If, as suggested by the production data, the
proficient Dutch speakers of English developed a
phonetic category for English It I , we need to ask
why the effect of establishing a category was not
manifested by substantial differences in boundaries between language sets. That the Dutch subjects' category boundaries
averaged 34 ms
strongly suggests they did not identify stimuli
based on the presence/absence of a detectable
temporal order discontinuity between. Fl onset
and the onset of F2 and higher formants. This
value does not diverge greatly from the mean
value obtained for a group of monolingual native
English subjects (43 ms) in a previous study (J.E.
Flege et aI., 1986).
17

It should be noted that the Dutch L2 learners examined in
this study probably heard their L2 (English) routinely on
radio and TV. The same could not be said for the subjects
examined by Flege (1987b) and Flege and Edting (1987a).
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We speculate that the Dutch subjects did establish a new phonetic category for English Itl,
and made use of it when identifying stimuli in
both the Dutch and English sets. The stimuli were
modeled on the English phonetic contrast between Ida/-Ita}; and the continuum
contained
stops with long-lag VOT values, which do not
occur on the phonetic surface of Dutch. Since the
subjects were required to divide a continuum
which contained
both prevo iced and long-lag
stops into two categories, the task may have been
facilitated by the use of a long-lag category for
identifying It! tokens.
This hypothesis is consistent with research examining the voiced-voiceless contrast in other languages which, like Dutch, implement Ip,t,k/ as
voiceless unaspirated
stops. Williams'
(1977)
post-hoc
acoustic analysis
of Spanish
stops
suggested to her that native speakers of Spanish
give greater weight to prevoicing as a cue to voicedness than native English speakers; and give
greater weight to the presence of an audible release burst, and to the absence of low-frequency
energy immediately following the burst, as cues
to voicelessness. IS Serniclaes (1976) found that,
for stops without prevoicing,
French listeners
showed a rapid increase in It I judgments as VOT
was increased in small increments beyond 0 ms
VOT. However, the effect of increasing VOT on
percent voiceless judgments reached asymptote at
a much shorter value (ca. 8 ms) than it did in the
present study (about 40 ms).
This leads to the hypothesis that the VOT dimension is used in a qualitatively, rather than just
quantitatively,
different manner in Dutch and English. That is, the relative weight, as well as the
absolute parameter
values for VOT, might be
specified differently in the phonetic category prototypes established for It! by native speakers of
Dutch and English.
If so, the Dutch subjects may not have invoked
the Dutch prototype
for It! when identifying
stimuli in this study because the stimuli-especially those with long-lag VOT values-differed

IS
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too much from the' Dutch prototype. This should
be examined in future research by testing subjects
with two different VOT continua, one derived
from natural tokens of Dutch It!, the other based
on naturally produced English It! tokens. It would
also be useful to vary the range of VOT values in
the stimulus continua.
Liberman and Mattingly (1985) proposed that
a distal object of perception in stops is the timing
of laryngeal and supralaryngeal
gestures (or intended gestures). This suggests that individuals
who succeed in producing It! with substantial differences in L1 versus L2 also perceive the difference between them. The results obtained here for
L2 learners agree closely with Caramazza et al.
(1973) in showing a disparity between production
and perception:
the cross-language
shift in production was far greater than the one observed in
speech perception.19 One possible interpretation
of the VOT difference between Dutch and English It! produced by the Dutch subjects is that
they used different realization rules to output a
single phonetic category. Such a mechanism is
needed to explain how, for example, monolinguals produce vowels differently as a function of social context (W. Labov, 1981). However,
the
great magnitude of the cross-language
switch in
VOT production suggests a different explanation,
namely that the Dutch subjects implemented
It!
using different phonetic categories when reading
Dutch and English word lists.
4. J. Conclusions
We found that Dutch speakers of English produced a substantial VOT difference between the
It! in Dutch and English, but that even those who
were highly proficient in English showed only a
small (albeit significant) shift in the location of
phoneme boundaries when identifying stops in a

Williams further speculated
that the rate at which energy
increases at syllable onset may be a relatively more important as an acoustic cue to the voicing feature in prevocalic

Perhaps the VOT values measured
in speech production
and the category
boundaries
obtained
in forced-choice
identification
should not be compared directly. Els~ndoorn
(1981,1984)
found that Dutch high school students showed
relatively little effect of vowel duration in identifying wordfinal English stops. However,
they showed a native-like
effect when asked to adjust vowel durations to "prototypical" values in the context of voiced versus voiceless word-

stops for native speakers

final stops.

of Spanish

than English.
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Dutch versus English set. The significant effect of
the language set manipulation
demonstrated
the
procedures used to create differing language sets
were effective. The finding that highly proficient
Dutch subjects produced Dutch It! with shorter
VOT values than relatively non-proficient
Dutch
subjects was interpreted as evidence they had established a phonetic category for English It!. We
speculated that the Dutch subjects made use of
their English phonetic category for It!, but not
their Dutch It! category, in judging the synthetic
stimuli because the stimuli differed greatly from
the subjects' prototypes for Dutch It!.

Appendix 1
Materials used to elicit speech production
English and Dutch sets

in the

E2.

E3.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I can read this for you.
A big man sat here
The good shoe fits Sue
The red book was good.
A brown cow ate hay.

Seep through a
eve
Sheep through a eve
Sip through a
eve
Ship through a
eve
eve = heat, hoot,
The word is

eve

(2

eve

(30 x)
bought, dot, cot, pot, tot, got.

Dutch set
01.

02.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Appendix

1.
2.
*3.
4.
5.
6.

9.
10.
11.
*12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
*18.

Ik kan niets voor je doen
Het boek is erg goed.
Het rood is erg mooi.
De tand is niet rot.
Een bruin kalf at hooi.

Tiep van een
Siep van een
Tip van een
Sip van een

eve

Speech Communicalion

eve
eve
eve
eve

(2

x each)

(18 x)
(18 x)
(18 x)
(18 x)
hiet, hoed, het, hut, hit, had.

2

Questions interspersed
between the 10 blocks
of stimuli in the identification experiment in the
English set (Dutch translation equivalents were
used in the Dutch set); an asterisk marks questions used in forming the self-evaluation
scores.

x each)

(18 x)
(18 x)
(18 x)
(18 x)
hit, hat, hot, hut.

eve (30 x)
= bod, dot, kot, pot, tot, mot.

Het woord is

eve

*7.

English set
El.

03.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

What is your age?
What is your name?
How well do you speak English? (1-3 pts).
Where were you born?
How many brothers do you have?
How many
languages
do you speak
fluently?
Evaluate your own accent in English using
a 1 to 5 rating scale where: 5 stand for
native-like pronunciation,
1 for a strong
Dutch accent, and numbers in between for
an intermediate
degree of accent.
Where was your mother born?
Where was your father born?
Have you ever been to England?
Do native speakers of English ever compli~
ment you for your pronunciation
of English? (if yes, 2 pts.)
Have you ever lived in an English-speaking
country?
Do you often see films in English?
Do you ever speak English at home?
Do you speak English with your close
friends?
Do you read books in English?
Have you ever been mistaken for a native
speaker of English? (if yes, 2 pts.)
When did you first begin to study English?
How many years did you study English before you came to the University?
Do you ever dream in English?
Do you speak Dutch better than English?
Can your mother speak English?
Can your father speak English?
Can you speak and understand
English
over the telephone?
Can you understand
English at a noisy

J.E. Flege, W. Eefting / Cross-language switching

27.

party?
Can you speak English when you are tired?
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